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Introduction 

Traditionally there has been a dichotomy between the probabilistic and logical views on uncertainty 
reasoning in AL However, there does seem to be an intuitive overlap of the two views. Furthermore, given the 
relatively unclear understanding of the logical view, there is an argument for trying to establish the nature 
of the overlap between the probabilistic and logical views. Indeed there is some interesting relevant work that 
examines this overlap (including Pearl 1988, Neufeld 1990, Baccus 1989). 

There is also a technological motivation for examining the inter-relationship between the probabllistic and 
logical views on uncertainity reasoning. In particular, in machine learning there seem to be some situations 
where a probabilistic representation has advantages over the logical one and others where a logical 
representation is superior (Gabbay 1991). 

The particular research question we wish to focus on here is: Can we take a probabilistic database and view 
useful features of that database in a defeasible logic? In addressing this question, we develop an inference 
system for a probabilistic database that is based on the 'Principle of Total Evidence' and show how this is 
equivalent to a defeasible logic inference system with rule selection based on the specificity of the conditions 
of the rule. We compare the resulting inference systems with the 'extreme' probabilities system (Pearl 1988). 

We develop our logics as Labelled Deductive Systems. This is part of a larger framework for logics in 
nonmonotonic reasoning (Gabbay 1989). An interesting subsidiary question in relating probabilistic and 
logical inference systems is: Does the relationship we establish provide a justification for defeasible logics 
with explicit representation of preference? 

A brief review of defeasible logics 

Within artificial intelligence there is a requirement for a "natural" representation of defeas1"ole knowledge 
such as [1] and [2]. 

(1) 
[2] 

"A match lights if struck" 
"A match doesn't light if the match is wet" 

Such statements constitute =general" or default knowledge. However representing this kind of knowledge is 
not straightforward in classical logics. A number of approaches have been proposed (for reviews see 
Besnard 1989, Etherington 1988, Bell 1990, and Donini 1990). Though inter-relationships have been identified 
between approaches, there is as yet, no clear consensus. Here we focus on defeasible logics. 

A number of formalisms for capturing aspects of defeasible reasoning have been proposed (Nute 1988, 
Pollock 1987, Hunter 1990, Laenens 1990, Loui 1986, Poole 1988), and are motivated by attempting to develop a 
lucid representation that does not involve listing all exceptions as conditions to rules, and in particular by 
supporting reasoning with competing arguments, and reasoning with different perspectives. 

However, in developing formalisms for defeasible reasoning, if for example the following assertions, [3] and 
[4], are represented in the knowledge-base with [I] and [2], we do not want to infer a contradiction. 
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[3] "A ma tch  is struck" 
[4] "A ma tch  is wet" 

Some formalizations of defeasible logic, such as LDR (Nute 1988), resolve such a conflict be selecting the 
clause with the most specific antecedent. Other formalizations, ( such as Loui 1986), base the resolution of such 
arguments on a number of criteria such as a preference for clauses that have more of the antecedent literals 
satisfied by monotonic reasoning, 

Alternatively, there are formalizations with mechanisms that select the most appropriate clause based on a 
specified explicit ordering, such as KAL (Hunter 1990), and Ordered Logic (Vermier 1989, Laenens 1990), For 
example, we make non-monotonic inferences from an ordered set of clauses by only using the highest ordered 
formulae, with different defeasible logics defined to order formulae on different criteria. Such an approach 
avoids the unnatural representation of listing all exceptions to each clause as extra conditions in the 
antecedent, and furthermore provides an illuminating view on the structure and dynamics of a defeasible 
database. Under certain circumstances these approaches seem to be directly related to that of partially- 
ordered default theories (Brewka 1989). 

The formalism LDR also captures the notion of a "defeater', which is a rule such that if the antecedent is 
satisfied, the rule defeats other rules lower in the ordering, but for which the consequent can not be detached. 
Defeater rules constitute arguments 'against' an inference. As with defeasible rules in LDR, defeater rules are 
selected on the basis of specificity. 

Principle of Total Evidence 

The idea here is that when assessing the probability of a given event co, we should calculate its probability 
value conditional on all the available evidence. This means selecting the most specific reference class within 
which to situate the event in question. 

Let S = 'Match is struck', L = 'Match lights', and W= 'Match is wet'. Suppose that p( L [ S ) = 0.8 and p( L [ S ̂  W ) 
= 0.1. If we wish to assess the probability that a given match lights and all we know (all the evidence) is that 
it is struck, then using the principle of total evidence we infer that it has probability 0.8 of lighting. If we now 
learn that the match is struck and is wet then we employ the more specific conditional probability which will 
inform us that the match has a very low chance of lighting i.e. 0.1. In both cases, we use all the available 
evidence. 

If we view an inference system as deriving propositions from a database, then by using the Principle of Total 
Evidence as the basis of an inference system, we can infer propositions from a probabilistic database. This 
contrasts with the usual view of a probabilistic database where from probability values one may only derive 
further values (or intervals of values). 

It is clear that the probabilty-theoretic Principle of Total Evidence is analogous to the notion of specificity as 
used in defeasible logic. By using the Principle of Total Evidence in a probabilistic inference system, we hope 
to clarify this relationship. In the next section we develop an inference system based on the Principle of Total 
Evidence, and after that develop an equivalent logic-based inference system. 

An inference system for a probabilistic database 

The folllowing is a definition of a probabilistic database: 

1. Let K : { k~..., k n ) be a set of attributes. We can consider it be the set of all attributes of an event that 

we wish to consider in our database. If q �9 K, then q and -,q are both termed descriptors, and term q as the 
complementary descriptor of -~q, and -~q as the complementary descriptor of q. For any descriptor co, we 
denote cc ̂ as the complementary descriptor of co. 

2. Let e be a simple event in the space generated by the set of attributes K, iee = q, ̂  q2 ̂ . - ̂  qn where 

for all i, s.t. 1 ( i ( n, qi = ki or qi = "~ki" A total description of e, denoted [el. is defined as follows: if e = q, 

^"" ^ qn, then [el = { q~ .... qn }" 

3. A scenario <r(e) is a partial description of an event e, in other words or(e) G [el holds. If there is a 
descriptor cc s.t. cc E [el and oc ~ <~(e), then 0c is open by (~(e). 
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4. A p r o b a b i l i s t i c  d a t a b a s e ,  d e n o t e d  A, is c o m p l e t e  wx.t. a descr ip tor  c( ff for  any  scenar io  (~(e) where  c( 
is open  by  cr(e), there  is a conditional probab/li ty s t a tement  of the  following form: 

' p ( c ( I / \ i P i ) = V  G A 

where  descriptors( Ai~i  ) = or(e) and  the  function 'descriptors '  is defined as follows: 

descriptors( 8 ^ T ) = { 6 } u descriptors( T ) if 6 is a tomic  
descriptors( 6 ) = { ~ } if 8 is a tomic  

Restricting our inference systems to using complete databases is, we feel, justified in certain applications. In 
particular, we are developing formalisms for applications in machine learning where obtaining complete 
da tabases  is often not  a problem. 

Given a probabilistic database Z~ that is complete w.r.t, c(, and a scenario or(e), we wish to ascertain a 
probability value for c( if c( is open by ~(e). If we use the Principle of Total Evidence, then there is only one 
conditional probability statement 'p( col Alibi ) = ~' G A that can be used. 

For reasoning about properties, if we compute probability values using A and or(e), we can make inferences 
about the ground properties: if we use some threshold 8, say I/2 or 3/4, we can infer c( from A with or(e), if 
the probability of c( is greater than the threshold 8. Note, we must have 0 at least I / 2 for consistency. 

Furthermore we can reason with a probabilistic database qualitatively. For this we introduce the following 
definitions 

[D1] p ( x l y ) i s h i g h  IFF ' p ( x l y )  =~' e A and ~ �9 8 

[D2] p ( x l y ) i s l o w  IFF ' p ( x l y )  =~' G A and ~ < ( l - e )  

[D3] p (x l y ) i smed ium IFF ' p ( x l y )  =~' G ~ and ( 1 - 8 )  ~ ,;8 

Hence we can use the following qualitative relations between our conditional probability values: 

[R1] p(x I y ) is high IFF p( -,x ly) is low 

[R2] p( x I y ) is medium IFF p( nx I y ) is medium 

We reason with a probabilistic database A, and a scenario or(e), as a pair (A, o(e)). We formalize an inference 
from this pair, as follows, where 0 is the probabilistic threshold value, and ~ is the inference relation: 

(A, o(e)) I=- c( if - G o(e) 

(A, or(e)) l -= - if 'p( c( l Ai[~i ) = ~' �9 A and ~ �9 0 

and p( c( ] All3 i ) is the preferred conditional probability for c( in A wx.t or(e) 

The notion of preferred conditional probability for a descriptor c( is intended to capture the intuition of the 
Principle of Total Evidence, and is defined as follows: 

p( c( ] All3 i ) is the preferred conditional probability for c( in A w.r.t o(e) 

if 'p(c( I Ai[~i ) = ~' ~ A 
and for all i [3 i �9 o'(e) 

and for all other 'p( 6 l Ajyj ) = ~' G A s.t. head(c() = head(8), 

if for all j Tj G or(e) then descriptors( AjTj ) ~ descriptors( All3 i) 

where we define the function 'head' as head(c() = c(, and head(~cc) = c(. Using these definitions, we can for 
example infer E follows from a scenario { A ), and a probabilistic database A, using the conditional statement 
'p(ElA)=~' cA, where p(EIA)ishigh. 
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Forming a defeasible logic window 

We now consider what a window on a probabilistic database is, and how we can form it. We start by 
considering the following example. The following conditional probabilities, (I), (2) (3) and (4) are in A, where 
A is complete with respect to the descriptor E. 

(I) p(AiD)=I 
(2) p( E l A ) is high 
(3) p(-sE I A ^ D )is high 
(4) p( -~E I D ) is high 

where if 'A' denotes 'adult" 'D' denotes 'dropout', and 'E' denotes 'employed', then (I)represents 'all dropouts are 
aduRs; (2) represents 'most adults are employed; (3) represents 'most dropouts, who are aduRs, are not 
employed' and (4)represents 'most dropouts are not employed'. 

Since A is a complete probabilistic database wx.t descriptor E, we can consider forming a defeasible logic 
window on A. We consider here a window based on just one descriptor, namely E. However, in general we 
could form a window based on more than one descriptor. The form of the defeasible rules in the defeasible 
logic representation is as follows, where a(i) is an ordering label, cc is the consequent, ~ is the antecedent, and 
-, is a conditional implication symbol: 

a(i) : p -, = 

The consequent is a descriptor, and the antecedent is a conjunction of descriptors (Our terminology is such 
that 'descriptor' is equivalent to the logical use of qiteral' ). The ordering label represents a notion of 
preference for the rule over other rules with the same consequent, or its negation. A database of defeasible 
logic rules, denoted r, form a partial order. We define below a proof theory to support such databases, where 
if ~ ~ o'(e) then c~ ~ ~ r: 

[A0] r I- cc if a(i): ~ ^ .. ̂  ~n "# cc e r, and c ~ e r .... and c: ~n e r 

[A1] I F c ~ x E r  THEN r[~cc 

Essentially, by |A0] we allow the inference cc from a database F, if there is a rule in F, s.t. (I) the antecedent 
is satisfied, and (2) there is no rule in r that has the antecedent satisfied and is preferred by the ordering 
relation. We represent the logical rules formed from (1), (2), (3) and (4), as (1'), (2'), (3') and (4') respectively: 

(1') a(ij) : D-~A 
(2') a(i z) : A-*E 
(3') a(i~) : A ^ D -~ -~E 
(4') a(iq) : D-~-IE 

where the ordering on the rules is i~ > i z and i 3 > i 4 and i 2 f[ i~. In forming these rules, we have assumed that 
the conditional probability 'is high' means that the probability value is greater than our threshold value 0. 
Using the defeasible logic, we can make inferences from (2'),(3'), and (4'). For example, if we have a scenario 
where A and D hold, then we can infer 9E using the proof rules. 

Essentially, ff we use the 'Principle of Total Evidence' in our probabilisitic reasoning system, in order to make 
inferences from our probabilistic database, we can mimic the inference procedure in our defeasible logic 
system. The notion of 'Principle of Total Evidence' which is used to select the most appropriate conditional 
probability, is reflected in the logical system by selecting the highest rule in the partial order which has the 
antecdent satisfied. 

Suppose we extend our probabilistic database with the following conditionals, where Y denotes 'youth" and 
then (5) represents 'some youths are employed', (6) represents 'some adult youths are employed', (7) 
represents 'most dropout youths are not employed, and (8) represents 'most dropout adult youths are not 
empk~d': 

(S) p( E[Y )is medium 
(6) p( E ] Y ^ A )is medium 
(7) p( -sE l Y ^ D ) is high 
(8) p( -~E ]Y ^ A ^ D )is high 
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We now need to consider how to represent the medium conditional probabilities. Since by [R2} we also have 
the following: 

(Sa) p( -~E IY )is medium 
(6a) p( -~E I Y ^ A ) is medium 

If we reason with the Principle of Total Evidence together with the threshold value high, then we can infer 
neither E nor -~E given a scenario { Y }. However, if we are to form a defeasible logic window, how do we 
support corresponding reasoning? A solution is to represent defeater rules in our logic window. Such rules, if 
selected by the specificity ordering would over-ride any defeasible inferences lower in the ordering, but not 
allow their own consequent to be detached. In other words the defeater rules block inferences from the 
window, but do not add directly to the inferences. The form of the defeasible rules in the defeasible logic 
representation is as follows, where b(i) is an ordering label, 0c is the consequent, l~ is the antecedent, and -~ is 
a condi t ional  impl icat ion symbo~ 

The ordering label represents a notion of preference for the rule over other rules with the same consequent, 
or its negation. However, we need to amend the proof theory by replacing the rule [A0] with [A2] as presented 
below. 

[A2] r i ~ ~ if a(i): 13, ̂ . . ^  [~n - Jcc  �9 r ,  a n d  c:[~, �9 r . . . .  a n d  CI}n �9 r 
a n d  N O T (  a(j~. 8, ^ . .  ^ 8 m -~ 0c ̂  �9 F ,  a n d  c 8, �9 r . . . .  a n d  c: 8 n �9 F ,  a n d  j > i ) 

a n d  N O T (  b(j):  8~ ^ . .  ^ 8 m -~ cc �9 r ,  a n d  c: 8, �9 r . . . .  a n d  c;  t~ n �9 r ,  a n d  j > i ) 

The definition [A2] extends the definition [A0] by adding the extra condition that for a consequent of a rule to 
be detached, there is no defeater rule in the database that also has its antecedent satisfied and is also higher 
in the orderin& In the next section we clarify the relationship between the probabilistic representation, and 
the defeas1~le logic window. 

Formaliz ing the relationship b e t w e e n  the database and w i n d o w  

Given a complete probabillstic database A wx.t a descriptor ~, we denote a window function on A, w.r.t, to % 
as w(A, co), and define it as follows, where 0 is the probabillstic threshold value, and It, X �9 { a, b }: 

[FI] IF'p(0c [8) = ~' �9 A and p( cc [ 8 )is high 
THEN a(i) : 8 -~ 0c �9 w(A, cO 

IF2] IF 'p( r 18 ) = ~' �9 A and p( cc 18 ) is medium 
THEN b(i):8-+cc �9 w(A,~)ANDb(i):8-~0c^ �9 w(A, 00 

[i=3] IF'p(0c 1 8) = ~' �9 A and'p( ~ IT) =~' �9 A 
and head(cO = head(~) and descriptors(8) ~; descriptors(T) 
and It(i) : 8 -+ 0c �9 w(A, 00 and l(j) : T "* ) �9 w(A, co) 

THEN (j,i) �9 ~> 

For a scenario o(e), we define the rewrite of the scenario, denoted C((r(e)), as follows: 

[F4] IF rt �9 or(e) THEN c 0~ �9 C(o(e)) 

From the window function applied to one, or more, predicates, together with rewrite of the scenario, we can 
form the defeasible logic database as follows: 

r = w (A ,  r u . . .  u w (A ,  ~ n )  u C(o'(e)) 

where the order ing relat ion, deno ted  >, is def ined as > =def  0c~> u . . .  u con >. 

Essentially [FI] rewrites all the high conditional probabilities as defeasible rules, and [F2] rewrites all the 
medium conditional probabslities as defeater rules. [1:3] rewrites the implicit ordering in the inference system 
based on the Principle of Total Evidence to an explicit ordering, and [F4] takes the assertions in the scenario 
and labels all of them with the symbol 'c' within the defeasible logic database. We can show the following 
equivalence between the probabillstic reasoning system and defeasible logic reasoning system: 
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[Result] For any descriptor, rz s.t. cc ~ { coy..., 0c n ), then the following equivalence holds, where ]~ is the 

defeasible logic consequence relation as defined by [A1] and [A2], and I--- is the probabilistic consequence 
relation, where F = w(A, ccI) u... u w(,% cc n) u ,E(cr(e)): 

(a,  ~(e)) 1---- ,~ iff F p 

The ordering relation we have defined for our defeasible relation makes explicit the notion of preference 
based on specificity. Hence, for any rules on our logic database of the form: 

a(i): 0~ -~ [~ 
a(j): ~, -, 8 

if head(~) = head(8), and i ;, j, then descriptors(T) ~; descriptors(co). 

An Alternative View." Pearl's 'Extreme' Probabilities 

Pearl claims that an approach such as ours can only be used if we use extreme probabilities. That is, we only 
adopt the defeasible rule X -> Y if P(YIX) = 1 - s where c is infinitesimally small. This contrasts with our 
approach were a probability has only to be ~igh' ( i.e. > [3) rather than 'extremely high' for there to be a 
corresponding rule in the defeam~ole logic window. 

Three axioms, which Pearl takes to be intuitive, are sound in his interpretation. They are 

1. Triangularity a -~ b, a -~ c .~ (a a b) -~ c 
2. Bayes a -+ b, (a ^ b) -~ c .. a -+ c 
3. Disjunction a-~c, b-~c -, (a v b)-+ c 

These are not sound under our approach. To take the first example, suppose <r(e) = {a, b) and A = ('p(c I a) > 0" 
'p(b ] a) > 0', 'p(-~c ] a ^ b) > 0') then we will have a -, b, a -, c and (a ^ b) -~ -~c �9 w(A,c), contradicting 
triangularity. Note that such a A is indeed possible in our system, though it would not be if e were 
infinitesimally close to one, as used in Pearl's system. 

It is clear that Pearl's interpretation allows for nice intuitive axioms and Pearl gives examples of reasoning 
with it. But there are problems: is this a reasonable interpretation? Do people use extreme probabilities? We 
feel that the answer to both questions is no. 

Pearl argues that any logic based on non-extreme logic will be 'extremely complicated'. He argues that the 
reasoning behind actual default rules is based on the fairly crude 'almost all' logic rather than what he calls 
the "logic of the majority'. However we feel that (1) Pearl's 'infinitesimal' approach is considerably less 
intuitive than our own and (2) ours is an adequately simple method. 

Discussion 

Once the Principle of Total Evidence has been used to build an inference system for a probabilistic database, 
it is straightforward to construct an equivalent defeasible logic system. This highlights the simflarRy between 
the Principle of Total Evidence and the use of specificity orderings in defeas1~ole logics. 

Advantages that accrue from the equivalence of the two approaches includes a mechanism by which 
probabilistic data may be to used to derive logical databases. This may be enhanced by the possFoility of 
merging such logical databases with background knowledge that is also in a logical form. 

We have made use of labels to establish an equivalence between a probabilistic database and a defeasible 
logic window onto it. Currently, we are studying probabilisitc databases that include representation of the 
level of certainty we have in our probability values. We are also examining non-probabilistic belief 
functions, eg. Dempster-Shafer belief functions (Sharer 1976). In order to represent such features in a logic 
window we use an augmented labelling system. Recent work on Labelled Deductive Systems (Gabbay 1989) 
provides a framework for further work in th~ direction. 

For translation from the probabilitic representation, Baccus (1989) adopts an analogous threshold notion (re. 
if p(a[b) > 0 holds in the probabilistic representation, then a -+ b holds in the logic representation). However, 
our logical system also adopts a notion of defeater rules which enriches our knowledge representation 
capability. Furthermore, this notion is dearly supported by its probabilistic interpretation. 
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Interesting results from this work include the failure of the defeasible logic, as defined here, to meet the 
minimal properties (as presented in Gabbay 1985) expected of a non-monotonic consequence relation. W/thin 
the proof-theoretic framework of Labelled Deductive Systems we are considering strengihening the defeasible 
logic. 

Another interesting direction is to consider the axioms such as 1 - 3 above as defeasible recta-level axioms. 
Then ff we use incomplete probabilistic databases, we can use the axioms to non-monotonically complete the 
database. This direction could form part of a larger initiative to use defeasible meta-rules for making 
assumptions about the nature and usage of a probabilistic database. For example, in Grosof (Grosof 1988) 
non-monotonic meta-assumptions, such as independence, are made about the nature of the database. 
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